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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers (UC) has noticed that unit tests are failing in production during deployments and in no other
environments. Investigations have revealed that administrators are making minor changes in production without regard
to dependent components 

What two suggestions can the architect make to help UC discover these failing unit tests earlier? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Stop administrators from making all changes. 

B. Ask administrators to run unit tests before every change. 

C. Train the administrators to make their changes in a special "admin changes" sandbox, and then promote to
production. 

D. Ensure a metadata backup is committed to version control every day and a diff published to the release team. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

 

QUESTION 2

Cloud Kicks (CK) is launching a new sneaker line during the upcoming holiday season and needs to do a thorough
batch data testing before Go-Live. CK is using Salesforce unlimited edition. What two sandbox types should the
architect recommend for batch data testing? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Developer Pro sandbox 

B. Partial Copy sandbox 

C. Developer sandbox 

D. Full sandbox 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers is a global organization that maintains regional production instances of Salesforce. One region has
created a new custom object to track Shipping Containers. The CIO has requested that this new object be used globally
by all Salesforce instances and further maintained and modified regionally by local administrators. Which two
deployment tools will support this request? Choose 2 answers 

A. Tooling API 

B. Force.com IDE 
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C. Change sets 

D. Force.com Migration Tool 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers is having trouble aligning releases between major, minor, and Salesforce seasonal releases. 

What should an architect recommend? 

A. Gate all release decisions at the center of excellence. 

B. Create a release calendar, train and align all the teams. 

C. Share the test plans between the teams on each release type. 

D. Create a spreadsheet of metadata changes and reconcile the overlaps. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers (UC) has a large user base (>300 users) and was originally implemented eight years ago by a
Salesforce Systems Integration Partner. Since then, UC has made a number of changes to their Visual force pages and
Apex classes in response to customer requirements, made by a variety of Vendors and internal teams. Which three
issues would a new Technical Architect expect to see when evaluating the code in the Salesforce org? Choose 3
answers 

A. Multiple triggers on the same object, making it hard to understand the order of operations. 

B. Multiple unit test failures would be encountered. 

C. Broken functionality due to Salesforce upgrades. 

D. Duplicated logic across Visual force pages and Apex classes performing similar tasks. 

E. Custom built JSON and String manipulation Classes that are no longer required. 

Correct Answer: ADE 
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